MaiAns i Siscar apparently failed to state their opinion on the ~u b j e c t ?~ In the 19th century Cabrera went a step farther by associating quejar with the participial form questu~?~ The 12th edition of the Academy Dictionary (1884) suggested aciilecire > *aquel&ire 'to spur' as a fitting etymon for aquejar (and was to find a belated supporter in I,an~heta+~), but derived queja from querEla and quejar from queja. Diez, who believed that Latin medial -st-yielded -x-in Old Spanish,ls adopted Cabrera's suggestion16 and maintained it in subsequent writings.17 In his wording *quesi%re was a frequentative variant of quem'. Diez's theory was in turn accepted by Reinhardst~ettner,~~ Coelho,lg and Ferdndez Llera. 20 2. The correctness of this view was questioned by Baist and Cornu almost simultaneously around the year 1880. Baist attacked Diez's assumption that OSp. -x-could be a product of Lat. -st-as the weakest point of his argument:' tentatively substituting quassare 'to shake, to shatter', and finally selecting Primer diccionario general etimol6gico de la lengua espaiiola (Barcelona, 1879-94); J. Caballero, Diccionario general de l a lengua castellana6 (Madrid, 1882) . Of the editions of the Academy Dictionary, the latest (17th) is not accessible. lo J. Cejador y Frauca, La lengua de Cervantes 2.016-7 (Madrid, 190M) . l1 B. Aldrete, Del origen y principio de la lengua castellana2 (Madrid, 1674) . '2 G. Mayhns i Siscar, Origenes de la lengua espafiola 2.124-58 (Madrid, 1737) . la R. Cabrera, Diccionario de etimologia de la lengua espafiola 2.558 (Madrid, 1837) . There is a reference to the old graph quesarse as found in Gonzalo de Berceo; i t wae not yet known a t that time that in pre-Alphonsine orthography s and ss could stand for [81, especially in the transcription of older paleographers; see Berceo, Milagros, ed. A. G. Solalinde xxxi.
l4R. Lanchetas, G r a d t i c a y vocabulario de Gonzalo de Berceo (Madrid, 1900) . A. de Pages also adhered to this theory, see Gran diccionario 8.v. l6F . Diez, Grammatik der romanischen Sprachen 1.260 (Bonn, 1836-44) . 18See Etymol. Wtb. d. roman. Spr. 524 (Bonn, 1853) . ITDiez-Scheler. EWRS6 479 (Bonn. 1887 ). l8 C. von ~einhardstoettner; ~r a k m a t i k der portugiesischen Sprache 91 (Strasbourg, 1878). l9 F. A. Coelho, Diciodrio manual etimol6gico da lingua portuguesa. I owe knowledge of Coelho's opinion to Nascentes.
V. Ferdndez Llera, Gramhtica y vocabulario del Fuero Juzgo (Madrid, 1929 [composed 19001 ). An earlier glossary by the same author to the works of Gonzalo de Berceo has remained unpublished.
2l See ZRPh. 5.248.
*questhire as the presumable etymon.22 This theory was widely acclaimed in the following years; it found supporters in Korting (throughout the three editions of his d i c t i~n a r y ) ,~~ Ga~sner,2~ and was quite CortesB0,2~ G~r r a :~ and Ford:' recently revived by J u~, ~~ and Castro.30 L~r i a , 2~ Among the advocates of this theory there is no complete agreement on the spelling (and, implicitly, origin) of the hypothetical base. Some indicate it as *questicire, others as *quaestiBre, and Singleton actually derives the Spanish word from a blend of the two hypothetical words (the former supposedly meaning 'to complain' and the latter 'to aim at', from quaerere).31 None among the supporters of this theory seems to have taken the trouble to investigate the development of the quaerere family in Classical Latin32 or Church Latin.33 Baist himself upheld his original view in '2 Both because of its somewhat obscure phrasing and of the significance attached to i t by subsequent explorers the passage deserves quotation: 'Quexarse kijnnte quassare sein; der Begriffsiibergang ware dann genau derselbe wie bei plangere. Cansar ware dann eine popuI%re Schreibform, cfr. auch caxida S. Milltin 230c neben quessarse. Am besten wird man aber an der Herleitung von questus festhalten; nur muss questiare eingeschoben werden, da st spanisch nicht su x wird.' * G. Korting, Lateinisch-Romanisches Worterbuch (Paderborn, 1891) (Boston, 1900) . Repeated in the etymological vocabulary (5.v.) appended to the same author's Old Spanish Readings (1911 and subsequent reprints) . 28 See Homenaje ofrecido a R . MenBndez Pida12. 25-6 (Madrid, 1925) . M. Singleton, Spanish Etymologies: quexar, H R 6.206-10. Jud, whom the author quotes as his authority, did not work with two unknowns. Under the influence of Gilli6ron's theory of conflicting homonyms, he surmised that the danger of confusion between quero(r) and quaer6 (through loss of deponential inflectional endings and simplification of the diphthong) may have led to the coinage of *querio beside quaer6. The assumption of the survival of the quer-stern in Spanish and Portuguese would fit into Jud's theory that a number of originally juridical terms have persisted in Ibero-Romance, among them autumare, which he regards (rightly or wrongly) as the base of tomar. 32 An excellent summary of the present state of research is found in Emout-Meillet, Dict. Btym. de la langue latine2 830-1 (Paris, 1939) ; further information is supplied by F. Sommer, Handbuch der lat. Laut-und Formenlehre"02, 567, 569, 585-7, 597, 609 (Heidelberg, 1914) and Kritische Erliiuterungen zur lat. Laut-und Formenlehre 175 (Heidelberg, 1914) . The points of interest for the Romanicist are: confusion in Plautus and Ennius between quaera and the corresponding desiderative quaesd (quaeso, quaesumus, precor quaesoque, oro quaesoque, and similar formulaic sequences occur, according to Georges, also in Lucretius, Terence, Cicero, Livy, Curtius Rufus, and as late as Claudianus Mamertus); progressive prevalence, especially in the compounds, of the analogical participle quaesZtus (patterned after quaesiuZ or in imitation of cupere -cupitus) over the ancient partiiplec quaestus, which survived as a verbal noun. There exist old doublets with semantic differentiation like quaestor versus quaesitor, but in Imperial Latin only the quaesit-stem was productive, as shown by the coinage of quaesiti6. Surely, there is no way of arriving a t *quaes-Grober (who preferred the base quax~ire;*~ present day Latinists regard coaxdre and quaxare as alternate spellings of the same w~r d *~) , Huber (in 1908, in a review of Gassner's and again in 1933"), Barreto,* Nascente~?~ Alemany B o l~f e r ,~~ and conRichardson,sl Garcia de Dieg0,6~ Aguad0,6~ Kriiger,M T~t t l e ,~~ ceivably yet other scholars; it is also given some consideration by the redactors of the later editions of the Academy D i~t i o n a r y .~~ one Oddly enough, the Hispanist not satisfied with this theory was Cornu himself. A few years later (1888) he suggested the new etymon *capsare < *carpsiire, a variant form of carpere 'to tear (one's hair in token of grief)', allegedly comparable to rapsare beside r~p e r e .~~ This view Cornu reiterated around the year 1904.58 The second explanation of Cornu passed almost unnoticed.b9 Only Coelho incorporated it into the supplement to his dictionary .'jO 4. For many years no renewed attempts were made to elucidate the origin of the word, most scholars being content with regarding either *questidre or wadre as the closest possible approximation to its base. Then Nicholson's assertion that *cupsidre underlies quejar,sl reiterated in rejoinders to his critic~,6~ precipitated a lively exchange of opinions. Mention has already been made of some who took up the old explanations; new theories were advanced by Spitzer and Rice. The former, narrowing down the range of acceptable etyma to *coacti~ire~~ (and apparently unaware of the fact that Menkndez and *quassi~ire~~ Pidal had previously occupied himself with *requassicire65), finally declared himself in favor of the latter. Rice proposed to trace back quejar to another, purely hypothetical variety of *coaxare, which, he contended, branched off from cowt6re 'to con~train'.~~ L. Poston Jr. participated in the controversy without committing himself to any theory;'j7 this had been the attitude taken years before by H a n~s e n .~~ and Zauner.?O Admittedly undecided had also been M~n l a u~~ Several scholars, while dealing with problems of Hispanic phonology, failed to pronounce themselves on this question: Tallgren:' Krepinski? Bo~rciez,'~ G~arnerio:~ Nune~,7~ Williarn~:~ and others." See RFE 24.30-3. I n favor of this etymon would speak the fact that the primary meaning of the word was 'to pursue, to oppress'.
Spitzer recognizes the phonological difficulties presented by this etymology and somewhat reluctantly abandons it. 64 Ibid. The author admits the incompatibility of *quassiare > quejar and *bassiare > bajar. He tries to eliminate the difficulty by tracing bajar to bajo, which Millardet, Rorn.
41.247-59, connected directly with bassus, cf. passer > pcijaro. I s Spitzer aware of the added complication presented by Ptg. baixo, baixar?
See Origenes del espafio12 93-5 (Madrid, 1929 ). 66 C. C. Rice, Sp. quejarse 'complain', OSp. quexar 'constrain', HR 9.309-10. s7 L. Poston Jr., quexar, HR 7.75-6. The opinion of this author as presumably expressed in his thesis (An Etymological Vocabulary to the Celestina, A-E, Univ. of Chicago, 1938) 6.v. aquexar is unknown to me; the published abstract (1940) contains no reference to it.
F. Hanssen, Spanische Grammatik auf historischer Grundlage 56 (Halle, 1910) , only states that quejar cannot reflect *questiare. There is no reference to quejar in Gramltica hist6rica de la lengua castellana (Halle, 1913 Heidelberg, 1908) . I n the 2nd ed. (Heidelberg, 1921 ) the word has been altogether omitted and so, too, in Romanische Sprachwissenschafta 1. 98-107 (Berlin-Leipzig, 1914 5. The inadequacy of most of the older explanations is so manifeat as to make specific refutation unnecessary. The recent studies contain some information that is of genuine interest (e.g. Singleton's documentation from Alphonsine sources, as distinct from his, in the present writer's view, erroneous interpretationT8), but, in all fairness to their authors, it must be conceded that no nearly definitive conclusions have as yet been reached. Most of these contributions suffer from two weaknesses symptomatic of the present status of Hispanic wordstudies: insufficient bibliographic preparation and exaggerated reliance on conjecture. Thus it is regrettable that none of the recent explorers was aware of the existence of Cornu's second theory. Garcia de Diego's essay on the development of [ps] according to the stratum was overlooked by the scholars inclined to link quejar with caja and quijada. There was no reaction to Spitzer's proposal on the part of some writers who took up the issue after him. And as usual, students of Spanish have disregarded the findings of Portuguese scholars and conversely.
More serious and far-reaching in its effects is the second deficiency: the reliance on conjecture. To be sure, no etymologist, however cautious, will subscribe to a complete elimination of the conjectural method. As long as we have to deal with language periods which left no abundant record of popular speech, reconstruction of bases and intermediary forms will remain an integral part of lexical research and, let us further admit, possibly the most rewarding phase of the entire work. However, one improvement upon methods practiced at present by several Hispanic etyrnologiata appears imperative:'S conjecture must came only after all other sources of information have been exhausted. It is true that (Univ. of Halle dim., 1910) ; W. J. Entwistle, The Spanish Language together with Portuguese, Catalan, and Basque (New York, 1938) ;J. Oliver Asin, Historia de la lengua esp&ola4 (Madrid, 1940) ; V. Sigmarev, OEerki po istorii iizykov Ispanii (Moscow-Leningrad, 1941); R. K. Spaulding, How Spanish Grew (University of California Press, 1943) . R. Lapesa, Historia de la lengua espafiola (Madrid, 1942) was not available for consultation.
Credit is given here once and for all to Dr. Singleton for his excerpts from the Primera Cn5nica General and the General Estoria; this material has been freely used by the present writer. The collation with the originals revealed but few misprints. Open to criticism, however, are (1) his method of semantic analysis: the enumeration of twenty-odd meanings of quexar without reference to specific passages is of little use; (2) his misrepresentation of Jud's theory; (3) his failure to distinguish between adjectival (a)quezado and (a)quezado with verbal force as used in compound tenses of aquexar; (4) his reliance, in justifying a reconstruction, on Alphonsine material, anonymous and standardized. Such material, while valuable, must be supplemented by excerpts from sources susceptible of more accurate localization.
79 This danger was clearly sensed by Meyer-Lubke twenty years ago (RLiR 1.21) : 'Allzu sehr gilt etymologie als ein riitselraten, wird das wort nicht in seiner ganzen umgebung bepriift, allzu wenig auch untersucht, was schon fruher dariiber gesagt worden ist, und der versuch gemacht, alte erklarungen zu widerlegen, die neue zu begriinden. Gilt auch hier die sog, intuition mehr als beweisfuhrung, so wird, da die intuition ja nicht bei allen gleich ist, namentlich eine intuition nicht so einfach nachempfunden und ubernommen werden kann, allmiihlich ein vollstlSndiges chaos eintreten oder ein wuster dilettantismus, der uns in die zeit vor Diez zuriickwirft.' Unfortunately, much of the research done in Hispanic etymology is still amateurish. students of Hispanic lexicology are less fortunate than some colleagues in related fields, in that no nearly satisfactory historical dictionaries are available to them; but texts covering the late Middle Ages exist and have largely been made accessible, so that the problem of marshaling evidence has simply become one of time and labor.
Special caution should be exercised in introducing hypothetical bases.80 Experience shows that most proposed reconstructions are later discarded as unjustifiable. An irreducible nucleus of Romance etyma unrecorded in Latin will, of course, persist; but the trend is toward identification of genuine Romance with genuine Latin words, and the chances are that within a few decades much of what is now conventionally (and conveniently) called 'Vulgar Latin' will be discarded. The successful substitution of a recorded for a hypothetical base is a step forward in our science. For a variety of reasons, such progress can today be achieved in Ibero-Romance more easily than el~ewhere.~~ Now, que(i)xar happens to be limited to the Iberian peninsula, or rather to its center and west, since i t penetrated late into Basquea2 and into Valencian.s3 I t may therefore be used as a model case for investigations based on a careful collection of recorded material.
80 It will be observed that most of the hypothetical bases end in -iare. There has been a real epidemic of questionable reconstructions of -iare verbs. The reason for this vogue is transparent: our knowledge of palatalization in Romance is still inadequate. The dispensability of *pulsicire has been admitted by Zauner, RFE 16.154-60, and Briich, RFE 17.1; both of them inclined to trace Sp. pujar t o pulsare. For the latesd summary of the state of research on palatalization in Ibero-Romance, see MenBndez Pidal, Manual6 44-50; a penetrating but hardly definitive analysis of the phenomenon in the Pan-Romanic perspective has been offered by E. Gamillscheg, Zur Palatalisierung im Romanischen, in Studies for W. A. Read 183-200 (Louisiana Univ. Press, 1940) .
81 Not only because the phonological shifts are less nunlerous and complicated than, for instance, in French and in Roumanian, but also because the Ibero-Romance lexicon largely reflects the not yet conventionalized Republican Latinity. Grober's theory has been revived in recent years, explicitly by J. Bonfante, L'origine des lhngues romanes, Renaissance 1. 573-88 (New York, 1943) and implicitly by J. Corominas, Espigueo de latin vulgar, AIL 2. 82 R. M. de Azkue, Diccionario vasco-espafiol-franc& (Bilbao, 1905-6) lists keiSadura, keiSamendu 'inquietud', keigarazi 'molestar', keiSatu 'lamentarse, apresurarse', keiSu 'apuro, inquietud; violento; queja, lamento', with pertinent quotations from texts and references to modern dialects. These formations and especially some of their meanings seem to reflect 12th-and 13th-century Castilian rather than Modern Spanish. A wider variety of less accurately classified offshoots of the Romanic quex-is offered by I . F. de Aizkibel, Diccionario basco-espaiiol s.v. keja (Toulouse, ISM), including some figurative uses unknown to Spanish. How Romance words were bound to experience considerable semantic modifications by slowly penetrating into Basque over a period of centuries, has been discussed by H. Schuchardt, Baskisch und Romanisch: Zu De Azkue's baskischem Worterbuch, I .
Band 45-58 (ZRPh. Beiheft 6; I-Ialle, 1906) . Notice the contrast to the more recent and more rapid penetration of Castilianisms into Valencian and Catalan.
83 Aqueizar 'pain, ache' penetrated around the year 1500 into Valencian, see the quotation from Can~oner satirich valenciit dels segles 15 y 16, ed. R. Miquel y Planas, p. 311 (Barcelona, 1911), in A. M. Alcover and Fr. de B. Moll, Dicc. cat.-va1.-bal. 1.765 ; no further data are supplied by Dicc. Aguil6 and Dicc. Balari. From E. Julifi Martinez, Problemas linguisticos en el reino de Valencia, BRAE 8.322-36, we gather that the first official document 6. The procedure adopted in the present essay is to describe the use of que(i)-xar and its congeners with all possible attention to chronological and dialectal variations, and, on the basis of such knowledge as is obtainable, to state a few definite conclusions concerning its etymology and to suggest various others. There will be a dual presentation of the material available, because of the intricacy and the significance of the problem involved: first, a purely objective classification of the formations encountered in ancient texts and the records of modern dialects; second, a more condensed survey with emphasis on characteristic data illustrative of the theory suggested by the writer The first presentation is strictly descriptive and comparable to the map of a linguistic atlas; the second is interpretative This method, applicable only in exceptionally difficult cases, entails the disadvantage of requiring considerable space; its advantage is obvious, since it provides an unbiased record of findings, from first-hand sources, of every possible vestige of the sten1 under study. Thus, even if the interpretation should not be found acceptable, or if further elaboration should be required, fellow-workers interested in the problem will find a body of data enabling them to re-examine the entire issue.
These data will be discussed in the following order: Old Spanish formations first, their Old Portuguese counterparts next, and finally reflexes in peninsular, American-Spanish, and Judeo-Spanish dialects. Within each section the major branches of the word family que (ijxar, aque(ijxar, reque(i jxar , arreque(i) xar will be dealt with separately. The whole will be preceded by a brief discussion of various words showing a real or apparent resemblance to the que(i)x-stem.
7. Attention has been given in recent years to caja 'box' and quijada 'jaw' in connection with the controversy over quejar; it is our first duty, then, to list characteristic reflexes of these words in the Hispanic dialects. There exists a issued in Castilian in the city of Valencia dates from 1416. On queiza, queizarse, queizit < quezido, queiz6 < quez6n, queix6s < quezoso in Modern Valencian, see J. Escrig y MarBinez and C. Llombart, Dicc. va1enc.-cast.' (Valencia, 1887 ning of the literary period the standard words for 'jaw'. This special use of the suffix -ada has been studied by Collin.% Another type is represented by OPtg. queixal:7'OSp. q u e~a r ,~with a use of the suffixes -al, -ar peculiar to Ibero-Romance;99 remnants of this type in modern dialects and some related formations have been studied by Garcia de Diego.lo0 I n the West and in the Center this formation stands for 'jaw', but in the East it means 'tooth'; Catalan lexicographers list a wealth of derivatives from queixal 'tooth',1o1 and Griera localizes the border-line between this formation and Eastern Aragonese muela,lo2 without knowing that quexarada 'chattering of teeth7, found in the 1,ibro de la miseria del omnelo3 and even in 16th-century texts,lo4 testifies to its original exteilsion much farther West. There exists also some literature on other derivatives like barbaquejo 'small chain forming part of the head harness' and its variant forms. (Madrid, 1936) . Sp. quixalero is documented in Rodriguez Marin, Dos mil quinientas voces. 99 The use of -al, -ar to designate a location has been discussed by J. Alemany Bolufer, Tratado de la formaci6n de palabras en la lengua castellana 13-5 (Madrid, 1920;  reprinted from BRAE) and by M. L. Wagner, Zum spanisch-portugiesischen Suffix -al, VKR 3.87-92. On Sp. cachalote < quixal(ote), see Gongalves Viana, Apostilas 1.188. looV. Garcia de Diego, Contribuci6n a1 diccionario hisphico etimol6gico 43 (RFE Anejo 2; Madrid, 1023). Of especial interest are desquijerar 'romper las quijadas', quijera 'eorrea de la cabezada del caballo', quijero 'lado en declive de la acequia o brazal'. The latter formation will be remembered in discussing the occurrence of the que(i)x-stem in toponymy.
lol Thus the Dicc. encicl. de la 11. cat. 4.144 lists queixal 'diente, muela'; queixalada 'mordisco, bocado'; queixalar 'mossegar'; queixalejar 'donar queixalades'; queixaler 'rel. als queixals'; queixalera 'part de la barra on hi ha els queirals'; queixera 'barbuquejo, carrillern'; queixut 'quijarudo' (some words are identified by Castilian, others by Catalan equivalents). Most of these formations are accepted by P. Fabra, Diccionari ortogrAfic2 (Barcelona, 1923 The semantic relation has been illustrated by Spitzer in his note on Sp. car rill^.'^ Similarly fluctuating reflexes have been observed in the cases of jascis 'sheaf','07 maxilla 'cheek','08 and *laxtigo 'badger'.log There is hardly any doubt that caixa and queixo (and their equivalents in other, less conservative dialects) are outgrowths of Lat. capsa and capsus respectively.l1° Some scholars, it is true, have attempted to account for the divergent development of the ps cluster in the different branches of this word family by introducing a hypothetical base *capseul1' or by assuming that a Proven~al cognate has been absorbed by the Hispanic dialects.l12 In the light of the researches of Garcia de Diego113 and Griera,l19hese assumptions appear gratuitous.
Munthe and Baist. Of especial interest is the mention of a variant form barbicacho, presumably replacing jbarbicajo and arrived a t through the agency of the suffix -acho, of uncertain origin and widely debated in connection with the etymologies of borracho 'drunk' and muchacho'boy'. Cf. "3 Ibid. Analyzing the products of bases like capsa, gypsu, ipse, theauthor distinguishes between (1) cases of early confusion between -ps-and -cs-, permitting capsa to be mispronounced 'cacsa; and (2) cases of a more faithful preservation of the original consonant cluster, with ultimate assimilation of the p to the following s. 'Cacsa yielded 'caisa [kajsa] . According as the [s] , palatalized by the preceding [j], absorbed the latter more or less rapidly, this [j] could exert its influence on the preceding vowel; hence caja beside quijadu and Gal. barbiqueijo. Cacharita 'vaina de laa alubias' (Santander) and barbicacho are explained as due to a 'refuerzo de palatalizaci6n'; for a different interpretation by the same author a t an earlier date, see footnote 105. The [&I may also represent an attempt to imitate, in borrowing from peripheral dialects, the sounds lZ1 and Id, lost in the center.
11' Dialectal reflexes of capsa, jascis, lacte in Catalan are studied in A. Griera i Gaja, La frontera catalano-aragonesa: Estudi geogdfico-lingiilstic 58-60 (Barcelona, 1914) . I n the West of this territory [aj] prevails, in the East [ej] , but i t is impossible to draw neat boundaries.
YAKOV W K I E L
Capsa1I6 and capmsn6 are well documented formations, whose semantic development presents no di5culties. In dealing with queixo, quijada, and caja we are thus, fortunately, on solid ground.
While scholars have recently discussed these formations in connection with que(i)xar, they have done so exclusively with the purpose of clarif3;ing certain phonological issues; a genetic relation between the nouns and the verb has, to our knowledge, never yet been suggested. We shall attempt to demonstrate that queixo 'jaw', which must have existed in preliterary Castilian also, underlies (a)quexar 'to press, to besiege, to torment', literally 'to squeeze between the jaws'.
8. The acceptance of this theory does not necessarily mean that the earlier assumption of a link between quexar and queror quaerd should be completely discarded. To begin with, there is inscriptional evidence of the use of questus in Hispano-Latin.117 Specifically, quexdar 'plangere', used in much the same way as que (i) wras hardly productive in Romance except in the earliest ('Vulgar Latin') peri~d.'~'These facts seem to indicate that qucaess'tdre took root in Spain presumably at an early date and left traces in the archaic Mozarabic dialect. By way of speculation we may say that this ancient quezdar has conceivably been overlaid by the neologism aque(i)xa.r,not without having exerted some influence on the semantic development of the latter word. This development, as we shall attempt to show, can be accounted for without the intervention of quexdar, yet the possibility of a cross, however remote, seems worth mentioning.
procure, to inquire, to earn'; the word occurs in Plautus, Terence, Catuiius, and likewise in authors of the imperial era. If quexdar actually reflects puaesitdre, of which there is only vestigial evidence, we would have to surmise the semantic development 'to ask insistently' (cf. quaesa 'I pray') > 'to complain'.
Sp. alentar, dial. alendar 'breathe, revive, encourage', has been retraced to 'anhaildre through *(h)alZniMre;see A. Gaasner, Das altspanische Verbum 11 (Halle, 1897); A.
Caatro, RFE 6.340; Garcia de Diego, Contribuci6n 23, 94; REWa (473s. (D)espertar 'to awake' used to be derived from *ex-pergitare (e.g. Gassner 10); but Jud, RLiR 1.186,posita 'expertdre instead. The etymon repzditdre of Sp. reventar 'to burst', suggested by Cornu, has been mostly rejected, see REWa $7221. *VUitdre (Contribuci6n 175) is not necessary to account for aviltar 'to vilify' in view of viltad 'meanness'. Gal. sandar 'to heal' has been connected with sdnildre, see RL 3.155;cf. Gal. amundar < mdnitdre, RL 3.155. *AeqPldlia r e is not needed to explain igualdar 'to make even' on account of igualdad < aequalih?te, ibid. Of greater interest is the derivation Gal. achandar 'to flatten' < phnibaire, ibid.
Cat. esquerdur 'to split' may represent crepitdre, see Contrib. 57, REW8 $7979. Cf. REW' $862, 63,87, 1118, 1635, 1793, 7185, 7726, 9191, 9446,9462. The reflexes of ambitiire, c6gitare, and *recapitaS~e are well known. As will be shown in a forthcoming essay, Sp. lerdo, enlerdar contain the same suffix.
Lat. -&re as a rule yielded d a r , occasionally -tar; the exact conditions of the synmpe remain to be studied. More material is available on -iuire, where a similar situation prevails, with cabalgar, folgar, madrugar, otorgar, saborgar, salgar, tragar on the one hand and cascar, mascar, triscar on the other hand, see Hanssen 157,Alemany Bolufer, Trabado 1 Fur further orientation the following list of recorded and reconstructed bases may be of service (mention of hypothetical bases in this connection must not be construed as implying their acceptance in each case; reff. to $$ are to REW" : *abbrachicdre $13,*adtini- 9. Certainly unrelated to our stem is quixote 'cuissart', in spite of the apinion t a the contrary of such an authority as Gongalves Viana.Iz4 The etymology of this word naturally aroused the curiosity of Cervantes.lZ5 Quixote is documented from Juan Ruiz to C o v a r r~b i a s .~~~ I t goes back to OFr. c u i s~o t , l~~ even as its English cognate reflects OFr. cuissnrt, from cuisse < coxa 'thigh', a stem found in Portuguese, but not in Spanish.Iz8 The formation does not seem to have passed through Old Catalan, where, on the authority of Giese, garnbe~al~~ mere used instead. and c u x e~a l~~ It is regrettable for our purposes that the present knowledge of the origin of quejigo 'species of oaktree' should be limited to mere guesses, in spite of the studies by C. Michai;lli~,'~~ V. Garcia de Diego,I3? and lately P. Aebi~cher.'~~ Actual confusion between quejigo and quejido 'complaint', due to the weakening [Madrid, n.d.1) . According to this somewhat confused essay, quejigo is a cognate of Fr. ch&ne 'oak-tree'; it is classed as an outgrowth of 'cassicu < *cazicu, a variant of *cazinu, which in turn is said to be patterned after jrazinus 'ash-tree'.
'38 This author occupied himself twice with the expressions for 'oak-tree' in Ibero-Romance. I n La forme dissimilbe *cerquus < quercus dans le latin dlEspagne e t d11talie, RFE In large sections of the northwestern corner of the peninsula (exclusive of standard Portuguese) the product of caseu 'cheese' and its congeners have evolved the same stem as que(i)xar.l37 Because of the lack of any conceivable association, no conflict between the two word families appears to have ensued.
The quiz-stem appears in quixar 'bark', encountered in the Orden. de Granada; its Arabic prototype has been listed by P. de A1~alB.l~~ Of demonstrably different origin is quijera, a late variant of quisiera, and like formations.139 Whether the three words found in Spanish cant: quejera 'silk', qu~jana 'customhouse', and q u e j a 'bank', have any bearing on the development of the stem under study, the writer is unable to determine;'@ no information to this effect has been discovered in the studies of M. L. Wagner covering this field.14' OSp. queca 'overcoat' has been traced by Steiger to an Arabic etymon.'42
The student of Spanish etymology must finally bear in mind that there exists a wealth of writings on the development of the sequence [stj] 10. Quexar occurs in Old Spanish both ss a transitive and as a reflexive, but not ordinarily as an intransitive verb.. .An exception must be made in favor of the gerund quexando '1amenting',l6 the infinitive quexar 'to lame~t','~ and the substantivated infinitive el quexar 'the lamentation'.147 Quexac rn a transitive verb was current in the 13th century, not unusual in the 14th,'48 but quite infrequent from the 15th;149 the complete elimination was preceded by a state of fossilization as seen in the formulaic occurrence in the Rimado de P a l a c i~. '~~ Reflexive quexar has been an ordinary word from the beginning of the literary period;lS1 it has been found in the Cantar de Mio Cid, the works of Berceo, the Libro de Alexandre, and other pre-Alphonsine monuments. The ratio of frequency between quexar and quexarse in narrative texts of the 13th cent'ury is 10 : 11; in the Confisi6n del Ammte (ca. 1400) it changes to 0 : 18?62 146 On reflexive verbs used aa intransitives, especially in non-finite forms, see H. Heniaton The formula is estar quezado de penas (de cuytas, de cuydado) 'to suffer pains, anguish'. The documentation in the present essay has been largely limited by the end of the 15th century, because no major changes occurred after that date which could possibly help clarify the etymology of quezar. The two best glossaries of 17th-century Spanish, appended to B. Graci&n, El Criticbn, ed. M. Romera-Navarro (Philadelphia, 193&40), and to F. Mpee de Ubeda, La Picara Justina, ed. J . Puyol y Alonso (Madrid, 1912) , respectively, fail to point out any peculiarities; material offered by glossaries to Cervantes and Gongora has been incorporated in the notes. C. Fontecha, Glosario de voces comentadas en ediciones de text08 cl4sicos, was not yet available for consultation. Examples of the use of quejarse in refranes will be found in F. Rodriguez Marin's three collections (Madrid, 1926 34) .
lS2 For statistical data on the frequency of MSp. quejarse and queja, see 11. Keniston, A Standard List of Spanish Words and Idioms (Heath, 1941) ;the frequency and range of these two words and also of quejido, based on a different count, are given by M. A. Buchanan, A Graded Spanish Word Book (Toronto, 1927). 11. The uses of transitive puemr may be roughly classified as follows (with special reference to 13th-century texts) : (a) 'to attack, to pursue, to close in on, to hammer against' (as a military term, with regard to an army or an individual soldier, especially when surrounded by enemies) :PCG 63b, line 47: E quexaron 10s tanto que les jizieron venir a pleytesh 'and they attacked them so viciously as to make them come to terms'; ibid. 83b, line 23: Combater le yen et quexarle 'they would fight against him and assail him'; currently so used in the Historia Troyana (Polim6trica) he never did anything unless his music teaoher was present there who could explain to him how he should act so as not to strain his veins'.
Central t o all significations is beyond any doubt the idea of pressing or squeezing; this is a fact to be reckoned with in the reconstruction of the etymology. How easily military terms were apt t o develop figurative senses, especially in verbs referring to violent or hasty actions, has been known since the appearance of a study on a r r e b~t a r , '~k d similar potentialities were recently shown in verbs dealing with the hunting and taming of animals.lb5 The connotation of 'urging, prompting' certainly is secondary, and that of 'impatient pressing' even tertiary (with a shift of meaning comparable to the one undergone by OSp. priesa 'pressure' > 'hurry, haste') .IsG Of special interest is the frequent occurrence of transitive quexar in certain literary genres and authors and its absence from other, contemporary writings (cf. its scarceness in epics written in the cuaderna via). This indicates a need for refinement in our methods of dating; in the Middle Ages, a given genre had its own peculiar lexicon, and, say around 1260, a word may have been acceptable in chronicles but obsolete in 'elegant' epics of nontraditional stock;'57 whether it was used colloquially, is in most cases a matter of speculation. These circumstances must also be taken into account in attacking an intricate etymological problem.
12. The reflexive variety of quezar can be dealt with summarily, because it has largely survived into the modern language and is also less likely to represent the original function of the In Old Spanish the emphasis was placed on the outward manifestation of discontent (vociferation, gesticulation, downhearted appearance), whereas nowadays the interest centers around the motivation of the dissatisfaction and unrest. I n other words, OSp. qwxarse meant mainly (not exclusively159) 'to cry, to weep, t o wail, to sob', whereas its modern counterpart signifies pre-eminently 'to complain'. In view of its connotation the ancient verb was usually not followed by any c~mplement,'~ except for an 164 J. Oliver Asin, Origen Arabe de rebato, arrobda y sus hom6nimos: contribuci6n a1 estudio de la historia medieval de la thctica militar y de su l6xico peninsular, BRAE 15. A priesa 'fast' was not unknown to Old Spanish, cf. Alex. 0 , quatrain 1046b, and P, quatrain 1074b, but the prevailing meaning was that of 'hand-to-hand fight, m616e'.
' occasional qualification of the intensity (mucho, tanto, gravemimtre, quanto p~dierdes),'~' of the outward effect,162 or of a special circumstance attendant upon the lamentation.'" The motive of the complaint, if indicated a t all, was linked to the verb mostly by means of por (followed by a substantive or an infinitivelB4) or a clause introduced by porque,lB5 less frequently by que;'@ yet sobre,16? con,lB8 and delBg were likewise applicable, and the latter became customary in the 15th century, preceding the name of the person credited with calling forth the grief or else the circumstance to which this effect mas attrib~ted."~ Quexarse por 'to yearn' was used as late as G6ngora.l'' Quexarse linked directly with an infinitive is unusual; one example has been discovered in G u e~a r a . l~~ The person who witnessed the outburst or to whom the complaint was directed was introduced by means of either or contra.174 As parallelism is a stylistic device characteristic of medieval literary languages, redundant constructions may be used to determine the semantic shadings of a given
In our case, the combinations quexarse e dar grandes vo.~es,l~~ quexarse e quexarse e dar q~e r e l l a s ,~~~ 
querell~rse,'~ẽ star m u y cuytado e q~exarse,"~ quexarse e gemir (gemer),'80 quemrse e Zlorar,'" quexarse e entrar en bollici~,'~~ aver alguna w s a por quexarse e doler~e,'~~ ma1 e q u e x a r~e l~~
clearly delimit the range of meanings of the ancient verb. The subject of the construction was normally a human being, but advocates of the coaxare theory can point out that sometimes it was a bird (e.g. a falcon or a nightingale).ls6 More noteworthy is the combination el cora~6n se me q u e~a '~~ (and its variant he or tengo el corq6n quexadols7) 'it breaks my heart', because it presumably perpetuates the oldest use of quexarse and provides a bridge between the transitive and the reflexive varieties of the verb. Similar constructions are: el corac6n me el corac6n quiebra comigo;lsg quebrantar coracone~,'~~ quiebr~,'~~ quebrdntase el corqon,lgl cora~6n quebrantado;lg2 quebrantado also means 'miserable, wretched' (like quexado)lg3and quebranto in the sense of 'ruin, misery, woe, grief' is definitely reminiscent of que~o.'~* 13. Various nouns have been developed from quexar. Among these q u e~i d o '~~ and que~adura,'~b oth signifying 'complaint', figure prominently in the language of the Golden Age, but appear absent from the older texts. Because of the productivity of -id0 and -adura, there is no reason to doubt that they were coined at a late date, well within the literary period. Their synonym quexamiento 118 GEst. 1.392a, line 8; SBtira de fel. e inf. vida 71. 170 has been discovered only in a few texts.'" Of far greater interest are quexo, quexa, and quexumbre, because they have been objects of exchange and loan between the ancient peninsular dialects. Quexura belongs to a more recent stratum and illustrates a peculiar development of the suffix -ura in Castilian. Quexedad is quite unusual,198 while quexedumbre, quexad~mbre~~~ may be mere errors of a copyist.
14. Quexo and quexa, largely interchangeable as shown by variae lectiones of the same do~ument,2~ followed by and large a similar course, experiencing a significant extension of meaning in the course of the 14th century;201 quexo was from the outset the far less common variant.202 Whether the feminine variant originally had an augmentative-collective-iterative connotation (as in riso vs. risa 'laughter'), we do not know.203
Quexo can be documented from the older literature in the following significations, recalling corresponding meanings of transitive quexar: 'military pre~sure';"~ 'peril, torture' (of hunger, thirst, sickness), 'ailment';205 'predicament';206 'emergency, unforeseen situation';207 'affliction, grief'.208 An offshoot of the latter branch is the meaning 'agony, anguish of heart, pangs' in the language of the Baren (1527 Baren ( -1591 , Fr. L. de Le6n, and A. de Salas Barbadillo. Bilingual dictionaries liken queja to 'querella' (Nebrija, 1492); 'querella, ramaricamento, ramarichio, ramarico, rimbrotto' (C. de las Casas, 1570); 'incusatio, expostulatio, quaestus, querela, querimonia, lamentatio, angustia' (SSnchez de la Ballesta, 1587); 'lamento, querela, rammarico' (Franciosini, 1636). The latter also discusses constructions like jormar quezas de uno, dar quexa, baxarse de la quexa; romper en quejas is illustrated in Cejador y Frauca, Fraseologia o estilistica castellana s.v. (Madrid, 1921-5 cancionero~,2~while the expression con (grand) quexo 'reluctantly' is peculiar to Alphonsine style.210 Only from Juan Ruiz and with increasing frequency throughout the 15th century does the second basic meaning of 'complaint' d e v e l~p .~l~
The semantic development of quexa arrested the attention of Men6ndez Pidal when he studied the manuscript tradition of the Cr6nicas G e n e r a l e~.~~~ In the older literature the word also reflects the uses of transitive que'xar, meaning '(military) pressure';213 'torture, physical pain, 'predicament, tribulation';215 'affliction, grief, tr0uble';~l6 'desire' (a shift in meaning recalling Engl. anxious, anxiety) ;217 'rancor, grudge' 218 At a late date again the secondary meaning of 'complaint' crystallizes.219 Quexa 'love's 'moaning of a lover'221 became a conventional literary expression coincident with the rising prestige of the Galician-Portuguese lyrical
The stylistic device of parallelism again yields a clue to the semantic shadings of both quexo and q u e x c~.~~~
T H E ETY~IOLOGY' OF HISPANIC que (i)xar
The turning point in the development of both words is the demonstrably late attraction of two original offshoots of transitive quexar 'to press, to squeeze', by reflexive quexarse 'to complain'. Postverbal nouns normally reflect the semantic shifts of the corresponding verbs, but with a certain delay. This delay contributes notably to the clarification of our main problem: the relative chronology of the two branches of quexar, with widely divergent meanings. The fact that the (retarded) nouns, well within the literary period, register 'pressure' as the original connotation makes it highly probable that in the system of the underlying verb, stabilized in the pre-literary period, the sense of 'pressing' was 15. Quexura, apparently absent from the oldest poetry and from Alphonsine prose, is found in some 14th-and 15th-century writers, including Juan R~i z ,~~~ Fr. Diego de V a l e n~i a , 2~~ in a variety of J. A. de Baena,227 and A. de P a l e n~i a ,~~~ meanings ('hardship, anxiety, insistence'). The formation was listed by NebrijaZZ9 and P. de Alcal6, also by subsequent lexicographers as late as the middle of the 17th century,230 but was later specified as obsolete."l Quexura was presumably coined from quexa in imitation of priessa : pressura, used promiscuously e.g. in the Libro de Alexandre; cf. Ml'tg. apressar-se beside MSp. apresurarse 'to hasten'.232 Quexura reflects the variety of the suffix -ura which was not interchangeable with -or;233 this variety, pcculiar to Castilian, sprang up a t a late date.234 224 The dictionaries list a number of diminutives of p e j a and quejido. Terreros (178&93) translates el amor crece con las quejillas 'levibus risis amor augescit'. The derivative quexilloso 'querulous' is encountered in Fr. J. de Pineda (1589) 232 Compare priessa as used Alex. 0 , quatrains 982a (P 1010a), 1049c (P 1077c), 1196c (P 1336c ), 1236c (P 1377c), HTrPol. 83, PAlfOnc., quatrain 351d, with pressura as used Alex. 0 , quatrains 500b ( P 512b), 974c (P 1002c), 1202a (P 1342a), 1215c (P 1356c) , also much later, e.g. by J. Taltante, Canc. cast. 2.659a. Cf. bramura 'groan', LBA, quatrains 100d, 633a, 1091b. 233 Notice the contrast between bravura 'wildness', cordura 'prudence', hermosura 'beauty', tristura 'sadness', on the one hand, and amargor, -ura 'bitterness ', anchor, -ura 'width', calor, -ura 'warmth', dulcor, -ura 'sweetness', jrior, -ura 'coldness', largor, -ura 'breadth', verdor, -ura ' greenness', on the other hand.
2a4 -Ura alternating with -or represents a Pan-Romanic type; invariable -ura is a Castilian innovation, the individual formations having in all likelihood been derived in imitation of strong participles related by meaning (thus, locura follows travesura, hermosura follows hechura, and so forth).
16.
Quejumbre is infrequent in the older language and not documented prior to the Vida de San Ildefonso (early 14th century).235 By way of contrast, quexume occurs in the Old Leonese Libro de A l e~a n d r e ,~~~ and queixum was currently used in Old Portuguese. Discovery of que(i)xume in Old Leonese fuerosZ3? and charters,23s also in the SayaguCs dialect as used by early dramatic the comparative isolation of quejumbre with regard to other Spanish derivatives in -umbreZ4O contrasting with the visible connection of queixume with Portuguese words like azedume 'sourness', ciume(s) 'jealousy', negrume 'somber weather'-all tend to prove that the Spanish word has been imported from the West, with a subsequent adaptation of ~uffixes.2~' That words suggestive of emotional reactions should have been absorbed by Castilians from GalicianPortuguese on quite a considerable scale becomes increasingly clear with the progress of Hispanic dialectology and is justifiable on cultural grounds; compare cases like echar (de) mnos 'to miss', sokdad 'solitude, nostalgia', pendencia 'grief, quarrel', cam'fio 'tenderness, affection', coita beside mita 'grief' and coitado cuitado 'miserable, Quejumbre, antiquated in the 18th century, occurs occasionally in poetry;H3 it has been survived by quejumbroso, quejumbrosico, and quejumbro~idad.~~~ x3s J. M. Aguado quotes an example from the (notoriously inadequate) edition by F. Janer in BAE 51 (p. 323b).
2a6Alex. 0 , quatrain 61d: todas tus quexumes 'all thy complaints' (notice the gender). There is no equivalent in MS P.
2a7 Fuero de Zamora $83 in Fueros leoneses, ed. F. de Onis and A. Caatro (Madrid, 1916 (Miinchen, 1926) :-men is an archaic suffix, no longer productive in literary Latin, with numerous formations traceable to IE etyma, frequently linked to the stem without any intervening vowel (ag-men, car-men, cul-men, seg-men), largely supplanted by the variant form -menturn. For the survival of -amen, -%men, -Xmen, -amen, see Rorn. Gr. 2.484-8; more complete lists of reflexes will be found in REWa $831a, 115,128,242, 328, 358, 389, 1138 REWa $831a, 115,128,242, 328, 358, 389, , 1504 REWa $831a, 115,128,242, 328, 358, 389, , 2122 (Madrid, 1930) , paraphrases i t by means of 'pelilloso, vidrioso, caviloso, melindroso'. The modern poet Mesa wrote: El quejumbroso balido de una oveja. Quejumbrosico is documented from E . Pardo Bae4n by Pag6s 4.649, and quejumbrosidad from F e r d n Caballero by R. Barcia. 246 See G6mez Manrique, Canc. cast. 1.118b. Gassner, who knows of synonymous querellante, fails to quote it. Much more common was pesante 'grieved': Alex. 0 , quatrains 603a (P 630a), 1248a (P 1389a RimPal. N, quatrains 152d, 296c, 478b, 494c, 729a, 7498, 802a, 868d; E, quatrains 695a, 1108b , 1141a , 1579a , 1613b , 1649b . Variant readings include aquezado, achacado, penado. In 596c, 67% the word stands for 'resentful, bitter, peevish' (Zeitlin) . 260 Alex. 0, quatrain 138b (P 136b) quezoso corac6n 'grieving heart'; Calila 59: Estovo muy triste et m u y rrepentido e quezoso mucho 'he was very sad, regretful, and downhearted'; in Flores de Fil., fol. 30ro the sense is already 'rash'. (Canc. cast. 2.679b, 736a, 745b) , cuydoso (Calila 32, 60, 63, 69) , enojoso (CavEsc., fol. IOd), lloroso (Leom. 88, 89, 177) , manzelloso (Leom. 74, 89, 146, 188) , penoso (Canc. cast. 2.742b), querelloso (Cav. Zifar 284, 285, 289, 378) , renzilloso (CastDotr., fol. IOlvo, Canc. cast. 2.708b, 729a) , sannoso (Calila 66, Leom. 186) . In a similar way, quezado was supported by ajanado (Canc. cast. 2.662b) , amanzellado (Cal. 93), coytado (HTrPol. 51, 76) beside cuytado (Cal. 47; HTrPol., poem No. 8, line 73; CavEsc., fol. 18b; Cav. Zifar 86; PAlfOnc., quatrain 813ab), lazrqdo (Cal. 47, 71; CavEsc., fol. 10d) beside lazerado (Canc. cast. 2.758b, 759b) , querellado (Alex. P, quatrain 164c).
(a)quexar 'to press', it meant 'rash, thoughtles~';~" when substantivized, i t meant 'plaintiff '.254 18. The material so far presented probably suffices to demonstrate the correctness of the theory that que(i)xar 'to oppress, to squeeze' is related to que(i)xo 'jaw'. The normal semantic shift in Latin and Romance words expressing 'predicament' or 'complaint' is from the material to the figurative connotation: witness plang6 'to strike (oneself)', subsequently 'to complain'; and archaic fl'ig6 'to hit',$'ictus 'stroke', underlying aflig6, aflict6. Ang6 'to choke, to crush' preceded angustia, anxia, anxietas, anx~ttid6; string6 'to squeeze, t o press' paved the way for Fr. d d t r e s~e .~5 V i t h i n the Old Spanish domain we may adduce the case of angostura, estrecho, estrechura 'hardship'.266 Apretar 'to press', lit. 'to press against the chest' < appectoriire is of especial interest because of the graphic description and the localization, in terms of anatomy, of the process of squeezing, just as in the case of quexar, here interpreted as 'to crush between the jaws'.257 A systematic study of the synonyms of quexar would doubtless provide further parallel^.^^ 263 On confusion between 'violence' and 'suddenness', see D. Alonso, RFE 27.44, in reference to Ptg. de sotaque 'all of a sudden'.
lS4 For an example from Cervantes, see R. Menendez Pidal, Antologia de prosistas espaiioles 266. Quexoso is illustrated in the Dicc. Aut. from Lope de Vega, Arcadia (1595); i n Mir y Noguera from A. de Solis, P. de Sandoval (1553-1620), and J . E. de Nieremberg;
in Pages from La Gran Conquista de Ultramar ('delicado, sensible') and from Calder6n ('el que tiene quejas de otro'). The following renditions are of interest: Nebrija (1492) 'querellosus'; Oudinl (1607) 'plaintif, complaignant, douloureux, hastif'; Percival-Minsheu2 (1623) 'complaining, given to quarrel or complaint'; Dict. de trois langues (1640) 'complaignant'; Franciosini (1636) 'lamentevole, che si rammarica e duole'; La Porte (1659) 'claeghachtigh'; Sobrino2 (1721) estd qucjoso dc usted 'il est mecontent de vous'. Quejosisimo is found in Sandoval (Dicc. Aut.).
265 My authority for Latin is Ernout-Meillet, Dict. B t~m .~ 266For the figurative use of angostura, see Calila 12, 13, 14, 20, 94; Canc. cast. 2.695b, 696b (Fr. Cauberte) ; for 'narrowness' suggestive of 'hardship', see HTrPol. 103. Angustia was well-known in Old Spanish (Barlan, fols. 107ro, 1 5 2~0 , 156vo; ConfAm., fol. 309vo; Canc. cast. 2.650b (S4nchez de Badajoz), 666b (J. Tallante), 697b (Fr. Gauberte), 744b (L6pez de Haro), 754a (A. de Cardona), 760% (Vizconde de Altamira), side by side with vernacular congoxa (ConfAm., fol. 353~0, Canc. cast. 2.677a, 680b, 697a, 734b, 744a) , extracted from congoxar (Canc. cast. 2.646b) < *co-angustiare. I n the 13th century anxia (Alex. 0 , quatrain 1101c -P 1129c), later ansias (Canc. cast. 2.653a, 714a, 741b, 758b) prevails. For substantivated estrecho 'predicament' see Lillis., quatrain 246a, and G. SAnchez de Badajoz, Canc. cast. 2.651a. More common was estrechura in the older period: Alex. 0 , quatrains 974a, 1102d (cf. P 1002a, 1130d), Calila 13, Leomarte 85. 267 Notice the semantic development of aprieto 'pressure' > 'hardship'. Apretar (10s dientes, las gargantas, la ferida, la llaga) was frequent in Old Spanish: HTrPol. 41,47,91, 104; Barlan, fol. 164ro; Leomarte 116; Crescentia, chapter 34; Ottas, chapter 24; C. Maynes, chapters 3, 25, 39; see also Dicc. Hist. The original meaning is transparent in Leom. 118: Aprctdndolo que lo tovo con 10s pechos entre 10s bracos 'pressing him between his arms against his chest'. For apretamiento dc dientes 'gnashing one's teeth' see Barlan, fols. 1 2 0~0 , 123r0, 168vo. On Judeo-Spanish apretar 'to oppress, to threaten', see MPhil. 1.208.
Only a hint can be made here a t the resources available to the speaker of Old Sparush to express the ideas inherent in quexar and its cognates: acoytar (Alex. 0 , quatrain 1139a; Calila 60; HTrPol., poems No. 2, line 68, and No. 8, line 96), cf. acuytado (PAlfOnc. quatrain 4 4 5~) ; ajincar (CavEsc., fol. l l a ; Zifar 205; Barlan, fol. 182vo; Crescentia, chapter 33), cf. ajincamiento 'insistence' (CavEsc., fol. l l a ; Scat., fol. 15b); ajligir (also aflegir, afrigir) :
T H E ETYMOLOGY O F HISPANIC que (i)xar
However, the facts thus far stated do not yet permit us to express an opinion on the circumstances attending the genesis of the Hispanic verb. In what corner of the peninsula did it originate? What is the approximate date of its coinage? Through what channels was i t transmitted? I n order to give an answer, however tentative, to these questions, we must collect additional evidence from the study of the other branches.
IV. THEaquexar BRANCH IN OLDSPANISH
19. The growth of aquexar largely parallels that of quexar, except that throughout the Old Spanish period it was used much more commonly as a transitive than as a reflexive verb;269 no case of its occurrence as an intransitive verb seems to be on record. At the bottom of the individual significations is again the idea of 'pressing'.260 In reference to warfare the word signified 'to close in on, to press hard upon, to hammer (the enemy)'.261 With the rise of a conventional style in courtly lyrics, the lady, likened to a foe, was pictured by means of aquexar as tormenting her lover.262 Also, aquexar served to picture the oppression of Zifar 244, Barlan, fol. 184vo; apremiar (Leom. 145; Zifar 53; Barlan, fols. 9 5~0 , 98vo) ; apremir, -er (Alex. 0 , quatrains 1237c, 1310d; Grail Fr., fol. 271~0); cuytar 'to pursue' (HTrPol. 107, PAlfOnc., quatrain 2376b) beside cuytarse 'to hasten' (Alex. P, quatrain 1414b); dar querella (Leom. 105, 107, 175); enxecar 'to oppress' (HTrPol. 201; on this Arabic stem see Pietsch, MPh 13.636, Grail Fragments vol. 1, pp. xxxiii-iv, and REW3 67792a); jazer su duelo (grand duelo) 'to wail' (Alex. P , quatrains 871c, 1235b; HTrPol. 9, 24, 76; Leom. 89); fazer lazrar 'to torture' (Alex. 0 , quatrain 1272b and P 1413b); jazer (grandes) llantos 'to lament' (HTrPol. 52, 100, 116, 127; Leom. 106, 149) ; jazer rabias 'to rave' (Leom. 106), lagrimar 'to weep' (LMis., quatrain l l a ) , llorar, plafiirse, querellar beside querellarse, rancurarse 'to complain' (Alex. 0 , quatrains 518b, 1250b and P 530b, 1391b).
Synonyms of quexa, quexo, quexura, and quexumbre include: adversidad (Leom. 63, 176; ConfAm., fol. 207vo); ajan (HTrPol. 33, 51, 65, 122; CavEsc., fol. l b ; Leom. 192, 199; Canc. cast. 2.661a, 687b, 705a) , ~o~o b r a (Canc. cast. 2.685a, 738b); cuydado 'worry, grief ' (HTrPol. 43 and poems No. 6, line 44 and No. 7, line 10; CavEsc., fol. 2a; Canc. cast. 2.64713, 664b, 674b, 744a, 752b, 760b) beside el cuydar (Calila 61) < cogitare, but presumably affected in its semantic development by cuyta (more frequent than coyta, cueyta) 'grief', cf. Alex. 0 , quatrains 232b, 843a, 1256d; Calila 7, 46; HTrPol. 10, 26, 27, 34, 49, 89, 97; Leom. 103, 192; Zifar 90; duelo (HTrPol. 97 ; PAlfOnc., quatrain 87813); enxeco (enxelco, enseco, eixeco): PCG 327a, line 25; HTrPol. 75, 98, 148; Juan Manuel, BAE 51.274; lazeria and lazerio (passim); ma(n)zi(e)lla (Alex. 0 , quatrain 45c; FnGonz., quatrain 600; Leom. 102, 157, 165, 175, 187 ; LBA, quatrain 244; PAlfOnc., quatrain 528; RimPal., quatrain 34); ocasibn (Cal. 95); pena, pesar, querella, rancura, tormento, trabajo, tribula~ibn (passim).
269 On the prefixation of a -(which, to some extent, may have favored the transitive use of an Old Spanish verb) a study by Eva Salomonski was in preparation a t the Univ. of Zurich a t the outbreak of the war. slaves?@ Secondary senses include 'molesting, annoying, r e p r o a~h i n g '~~ and 'urging, prompting'.265 In all the cases so far indicated, both the agent and the object acted upon are persons. From this norm there are several deviations. The rarer patterns include: aquexar una cavalgadura 'to drive on a aquexar el venado 'to hunt garne' ;B' aquexar bestias 'to chase wild anima1~',2~~ el perro aquexa a1 omne 'the dog attacks the man' and la tigre aquexa a1 corder0 'the tiger chases the lamb'.269 In the folloming set of types, incident especially to Alphonsine style, the emphasis is on 'torturing' rather than on 'pursuing': el sol aquexa 'the sun scorches' ;ZTO el dolor aquexa 'the pain aches',"' la enfermedat aquexa 'sickness wears down',272 la fanbre aquexa 'hunger pinches'T3 la set aquexa 'thirst tort u r e~' ;~~ Further ramifications, with love, desire, la guerra aquexa 'war fear, and sleep acting as stimulants, are not common in the oldest lapguage and can thus hardly be of any help in reconstructing the etymon.n6 Equally late is the combination aquexar su camino (su viaje) 'to hasten one's steps'.n7 The status of aquexar has been marginal since the 16th century.278 The reflexive variety, of which Singleton failed to find a trace in two of the longest Alphonsine texts, signified either 'to mourn, to grieve' (thus in the Cantar de Mio Cid and in Ber~eo),"~ or else 'to hurry' (thus preeminently in 14th-and 15th-century monuments) .280 20. A number of derivatives from aquexar have been recorded. Aquexado is found at an early date for 'sorrowful, do~nhearted';2~' subsequently the word appears with the indubitably secondary meaning 'hasty';282 only occasionally does it assume the sense 'torturing'.283 The corresponding adverb aquexadamente 'hurriedly, impetuously' has not been encountered prior to the 15th cent~r y .~" Even more distinctly late and of artificial coinage is aquexador 'tort~r i n g ' .~~ noun 'affliction' was used sporadically in The postverbal aquejo Renaissance literature,286 while the much older derivative aquexamiento, standing originally for '0ppression',~~7 was subsequently exposed to the influence of the increasingly numerous connotations of the underlying verb, hence it came to mean 'anxiety, affliction, violence, haste'.288 Aqueja and aquejadura, listed in 1466), the Crdnica del Rey D. Juan 11, and M. Molinos (1628-1696) . I n classical usage the subject of the verb is hardly ever a person, but rather a word like esperanza, temor, pensamiento, dolor, cuidado, voluntad, also hambre (as late as Cemantes). Nebrija: 'propero, festino; maturo; stimulo'; Las Casas (1570) '; Vittori: 'sollicito, presto, veloce, ratto'; Oudin': (cosa) 'hastif, meiir, advance'; (hombre) 'haste, press6'; Percival-Minsheu*: 'hastened'; La Porte: 'haestigh, das haestigh ryp is'.
18' Quotations from Enrique de Villena, Juan de Mena, and Rodriguez de la C4mara in the Dicc. Hist.; add A. de Palencia, Dos tratados 1.47. Nebrija: 'properanter, properatim, festinanter; mature'; Vittori: 'sollicitamente, frettolosamente, prestamente'; Oudinl: 'hastivement, promptement, meurement'; Percival-Minsheua: 'hastily, speedily, quickly, nimbly, with expedition'; La Porte: 'hrtestelycken, rypelycken'. Labelled as antiquated throughout the 18th century. Relatively early is the occurrence in Glosarios, Esc. 98, 142, 195, 283. For two examples from Ercilla, see the Dicc. dictionaries, failed to occur in the texts subjected to analysis.28g Aquexoso came into existence even later than quexoso, that is to say, somewhere during the 15th century because of the \vide range of meanings of transitive and reflexive (a)quexar at that late date, it is small wonder that the adjective should display a multitude of shadings ('sorrowful, plaintive, lamenting, torturing, speedy') .291 The equally late adverb aqz~exosamente shares this feature of vagueness; it stands for 'violently, anxiously'292 and 'h~rriedly'.~g~ By the 18th century at the latest, these two formations had become obsolete.2g4
21. This is to all appearances an old branch, with a sizeable set of formations in the 13th century, but only vestigial reflexes after 1300. As a consequence it was almost unknown to the ancient lexicographer^.^^^ This archaic character makes the branch an important piece of evidence: certain uses tending to obscure the basic meaning of the stem failed to develop in this word group, as they did in those previously described.
In the Primera Cr6nica General, requexar refers once to the oppression of a tribe by a king,286 and twice to the hardships endured by a besieged army;2g7 requexamiento serves as the corresponding n o~n .~g~ In Old Spanish there is also requexo, dissociated (arbitrarily, in our opinion) from the rest of the quex-family by Men6ndez Pidal, Bertoldi, and Singleton, though not by Garcia de Diego and S p i t~e r .~~ In toponyrny requexo seems to signify 'slope, ravine'.300 In ZSg The Academy Dictionary lists aqueja 'queja'; aquejadura is given by J. Caballero6 (1882) .
zqO The oldest occurrences recorded in the Dicc. Hist. are from early-16th-century texts (Cancionero de Encina, Gordonio). These are antedated by Glosarios latino-espailoles, reference to the sea it means 'straits'.301 Speaking of a fortress, chroniclers appear to have used it for 'ditch, rarnpart'.3O2 Kriiger has observed that in toponymy requexo is restricted to the northern (Cantabrian-Pyrenaic) zone.303 This fact must interest the etymologist, because most toponymic patterns traceable to a pre-Latin substratum are scattered over the entire territory of the peninsula, with special areas of concentration in the North.304 Thus the geographic distribution of requexo, if this word be linked to quexar, would favor the view of a comparatively late spread of the stem, say between the 8th and the 10th centuries, when there was no real center like Toledo under the Visigoths, but instead a number of smaller focal points all along the Northern line of resistance against the ~Moors. 22. Somewhat less scantily represented is the arrequexar sub-branch.30b The use of this verb for 'to squeeze in (between the sea and some rocks, or between the mountain range and a ravine)' is interesting;306 this meaning should be remembered in evaluating the suggested etymology. Normally arrequexar was employed in describing oppression,307 military p r e s s~r e , 3~~ and, with striking consistency, the beleaguering of an enemy,309 emphasis being placed on crushing the resistance by cutting off a fortress and starving it into ~urrender.~'' This calls to mind operations called by modern tacticians 'pincer movements', 'nutcracker', and the like; notice the prevailing idea of 'crushing between two sharp edges', justifying the etymology here advocated. Gn omne arrequexado is tant,amount to 'a man in a state of predicament, in a plight';311 the (rather unusual) construction ser arrequexado de jazer alguna cosa comes close to 'being obliged to do something',312 and arrequexamiento signifies either 'plight, misery' in genera1313 or, specifically, 'famine, thirst, starvation, cutting off from food ~upplies'.~'" The last example of arrequexar collected by the writer is from the Cavallero del 30° That the same word should be suggestive of 'high' and 'low' is not striking; cf. Lat. (1) the literary genres best represented in ancient Portugal (love songs, hagiography) yield abundant information on word material centering around the idea of 'lamentation'; (2) the formations found in the Western and in the Central dialects are not at all identical: thus, with two different sets of reflexes at his disposal, the etymologist is more likely to succeed in reconstructing the original situation in Ibero-Romance; and (3) these initial differences between the two offshoots of the same Latinity have been blurred in the historical period. A discussion of our problem is apt to shed light on the interpenetration of the vocabularies of the two leading peninsular dialects.
In Old Portuguese we find reflexive queyxar-se 'to lament, to complain',al' which, in the finite forms, may but need not be used without the reflexive pronoun.318 It is constructed like its Spanish counterpart, except that occasionally queimr-se a alguen appears to mean 'to be angry at somebody', presumably in imitation of the synonymous assanhar-se a.319 This use extends to aquey~ar-se?~~ The first major divergence from Old Castilian usage is seen in the absence of transitive (a)que yxar, (ar)requeyxar. For the meaning 'to torment, to oppress, to press hard upon', speakers of Old Portuguese used a variety of other verbs?21
24. The word family of queyxar shows considerably fewer ramifications in Old Portuguese than in Old Spanish. There is only vestigial evidence of the existence of the requeyxar branch; this evidence is important as a link in our reconstruction because of the absence of transitive (a)queyxar. In a document from Lamego (A.D. 1352) requeyxado stands for 'acanhado, estreito, oprimido e Cuydando que algund venado tenian arrequezado en algdn Eugar 'thinking that they had somewhere cornered a game' (3). S16 En tan grand arrequezamiento nunca fueron como nos agora somos 'they have never experienced such utter misery as we do a t present '. CAjuda fols. 95b, 102b, 106a, 123a, 125b, 144a, 148ab, 154b, 161a, etc.; Cant. d'amigo, Nos. 1, 2, 73, 143, 181, 195, 208, 256, etc 4, 7, 34, 43, 78, 79, 84, 106,108, 109, 110,176,200,237,252,258,324,325,334,360; Docum. A. D. 1563, ed. A. d'Azevedo, RL 15.115 . The current constructions were: aver queyzume dd 'to complain of'; fazer queyzume de 'to express one's anger at'; perder queyzume 'to become cheerful again'. The suffix -ume in Old Portuguese was either masculine or feminine, as is true also of -agem; cf. a mansedume CAjuda, fols. 214b, 217b; as chorumes Amaro, fol. 116vo; legumes molhados Mar. Eg. B 187 beside legumes molhadas Mar. Eg. A, fol. 53ro. Costume was preeminently masculine: Graall, fols. 3 (three times), 19; Mar. Eg. B 188, 190, 199; DRodr. 142; SBento 91; Eufr., fols. 4 2~0 , 43ro; Barl., iols. 20r0, 20vo; CGeral 1.220, 224, 226. Ceume(s) 'jealousy' and queyzume were hardly ever accompanied by a word that would permit identification of their gender.
E.g. in Dom Joam de Meneses (1.138), Duarte de Brito (1.381). 326 CAjuda, fols. 99b, 100a, 115a, 156b, 165b, 183a, 190l.1, 191b, 219a, 227a, 24213; Cant. d1Am., Kos. 7, 243; Graall, fol. 69. an CodAlc. 200, fol. 198ro 24, 25,27,29,30, 31, 38, 39, 44, etc. 0 coydar CAjuda, fol. 97a.
Coyta CAjuda, fols. 87b (three times), 888 (twice), 88b (twice), 89b, 908 (twice), 9Ob (three times), 91b (twice), 92a, 92b, 98a, 99b, etc.; Cant. d'am., Nos. 1, 9, 10, 26, 44, 55, 85, 119, 129, 130, 138, etc.; Graall, fols. 1, 2, 8, 12, 13, 15, 24, 27, 52; Ant. 70; DRodr. 149; Barl., fola. lro, 2r0, TO, IOvo, 2 2~0 , 34vo . Cuyta CAjuda, fols. 81b, 82a (twice), 82b, &la, 888 (three times), 89b, 90a (three times), 91b, 93b, 96a, 97b, etc. Coyto Amaro, fol. 116ro. Cf. moimento 'tomb' (Graall, fol. 19; Barl., fol. 6ro) That in the face of the absence of *queyxo and *queyxa. -oso in Latin and Romance is a nominal suffix cannot be questioned. Three explanations suggest themselves: the intermediary links *queyxo, *queyxa may have existed in the West prior to their disappearance in the preliterary period; queyxoso may have been borrowed from the East, while no need was felt for the absorption of OSp. quexo, quexa (at least, not until the 16th century) ;or queyxoso may have been, by way of exception, developed directly from the verb in imitation of such sets as chorar : choro : choroso; querelar : querela : quereloso; coytar : coy& :
A decision cannot easily be reached on the basis c o y t~s o .~~~ of the available material; it would seem that the last interpretation is the most plausible.
Because of the archaic character of the Old Portuguese lexicon, it is not unimportant that queyxar-se mas by no means the standard word for 'wailing, complaining'. There existed a host of competing expressions, many of which go back to well-known Latin bases. This would favor the view (although it cannot serve as a positive proof) that queyxar-se, in contrast to those traditional words and combinations of words, is a comparatively recent newcomer to the semantic area under study. Synonyms of queyxar-se include: braadar and its carpir (-se) ,935cho~ar,3~" jazer chanto (planto) ,33? fazer doo (or door) ,38s qzlerellar-~e,3~~ CAjuda, fols. 89a, 92a, 92b, 94a, 94b (twice), 98b, 113a; Cant. d'am., Nos. 4, 6, 14, 54, 116, 171, 183, 245; SNic. 582 Amaro, fol. 114ro; SBento, fols. 26, 36; T r . de dCv., fol. 137vo. Tristura CGeral 1.337, 343, 344, 356, 368, 376, 410, 417, 433, 434. 33' Cant. d'am., Kos. 181,285; Barl., fol. 341-0; LFalc. 41,51; Cr6n. Jo5o 1325,332; CGeral 1.372, 384, 419; cf. RI, 15.112 Cant. d'am., Nos. 1, 8, 13, 68, 117, 128, 140, 142, ctc. ; Amaro, fols. 1 1 2~0 , 113~0, 116~0, 1 1 6~0 , 117r0, 1 1 7~0 , 118ro, 1 1 9~0 , 1201-0, 121ro; Barl., fols. 7vo, 8v0, gvo, llro, 24ro; Graall, fols. 1, 2, 10, 13, 15, 19, 23, 36, 53; and passim. I 66; Graall, fols. 11, 13, 26, 27, 34, 37, 44, 47, 53, 59. in addition to some rarer circumlocutions. 25. The record of que(i)xar in the ancient literary languages may be supplemented by the evidence supplied by modern dialect^.^" I11 Asturias and adjacent areas the medieval requexo 'straits, ravine, slope' is continued by requ~jci 'poor terrain ending in a slope', listed by Garcia Lomas, and by requexada 'rinconada', requexu 'rinc6n escondido', listed by Rato y Hevia. The latter is also familiar ~l t h arrequexau 'arrinconado, escondido', a relic of a verb extinct in standard Spanish long before 1400. Aqueixar and aqueixo are supposedly extant in Galician.3" In the nearby Transmontano dialect there is requeijilos 'mexericos, murmurap6es'; the Portuguese provincialism queixagens 'guelras de peixe' has presumably branched off from queixo in its anatomic a~ceptation."~ Quejumbre and quejume are both extant on Galician ground; aquejumbrarse 'to complain' has been encountered in Cuba, while quejambre 'complaint' and quejambroso 'plaintive' (derived through suffix-change) are found in Colombia and possibly other American territ~ries.~'"uejo, so frequent in medieval Spanish, is still used in Puerto Rico. Queizido has been recorded in the Korthwest of the Peninsula; the same suffix (or possibly -b < -Zvu as explained in LAXG. 17.110) and the prefix re-suggestive of intensity and repetition appear in Salam., rcquejh 'deep moaning indicating sharp pain'.3G -4 facetious effect may be ascribed to queix6n 'querulous person, croaker', extending from LTestern Bsturias to Upper Ara-gon,"" and to queimcdo in the West, with -hand -udo serving to characterize an individual by a salient feature. Quejoso has survived in Western Asturias; in Mexico it exists as the name of a bird ('saltator atriceps'). A presumably ancient type quejizu, quejizoso, involving the Jceu suffix, prevails in Eastern Asturias. Quejita is used in Guatemala: 'Entre niiios, y aun entre adultos, se oye mucho decir quejitas por quejumbroso'.
26. Very few pertinent data have been discovered in Judeo-Spanish dialects, ancient or modern.317 The reason may be that in expressing emotions, Spanish Jews used in part Hebrew words (as has been shown with regard to oinar 'to lament' by L. Feiler S a~h s~~~) , in part Latin and Romance formations of very old date, in accord with their pronounced conservati~ism.~~~ Quezarse and quexa are recorded, and aquexar continues in individual dialect^.^
VIII. T H E NUCLEUS OF THE ETYMOLOGICAL PROBLEM
27. The considerable body of references so far given on the occurrence of que(y)xar and its congeners in various offshoots of Ibero-Romance can be organized so as to justify the proposed etymology.
(a) Transitive quexar, unknown to Old Portuguese, is found in 13th-century Castilian texts as a military term meaning 'to press, to hammer'. It survived for two or three more centuries in various figurative senses.
(b) Reflexive que(i)xar, meaning both 'weeping, wailing' and 'complaining', has existed since the Middle Ages from the Atlantic up to Aragon.
(c) The postverbal nouns quexo and quexa are characteristic of Old Castilian. They are absent from Old Portuguese, where queizo stands for 'jaw, chin', as does queix in Catalan; their Old Castilian counterpart has been overlaid by quex-ada. MPtg. queixa is a late Castilianism. At the outset quexo and quexa reflect the meanings of transitive quexar, thus suggesting its relatively high age. Quejo has survived in the Antilles (and in cant).
( existence under the Visigoths, when military terms were largely Germanic, and when linguistic neologisms reached the entire peninsula from Toledo aa the radiation center. Before the invasion of the Moors, presumably only queixo 'jaw' < capsu existed in an area extending from the Atlantic to the Mediterranean. Subsequently this area was interrupted by a central zone in which quex-ada evicted the older formation.
I t is among the warriors of Christian Spain, between the 8th and the 10th century, that que(i)xar 'to press between the jaws' and subsequently 'to squeeze, to crush, to smash' must have sprung into existence. Whether que(i)xar or aque(i)xar represents the older variant can no longer be determined. Aque(i)-xar resembles in its structure such Hispanic derivatives as apear, apretar, abracar, with bases denoting parts of the body (pede, pectore, bracchio). The reque(i)xar branch is also traceable to the first millennium and disintegrated a t an early date. The connection between the new verbal derivatives and the underlying noun que(i)xo < capsu was not immediately forgotten, as is demonstrated by the reluctance of Western speakers to admit the postverbal nouns, which were freely used in the Center, after *que(i)xo 'jaw' had been suffered to submerge in that area.
The shift from the transitive to the reflexive use must have preceded by centuries the beginning of the literary era.m As bridges between the two branches we may single out: (1) quexado, combining, as similar formations do in JberoRomance, active and medio-passive-reflexive functions; (2) expressions like tengo el corach quexado, qut3xaseme el cora@n, reminiscent of English heartbreaking, heartrending, heartbroken; Germ. herzzerreissend, herzbeklemmend, T H E ETYMOLOGY O F HISPANIC que(i)xar the 13th century,966 contains prose renderings of early epics, mostly no longer extant. That an epic tradition did exist in Castile and failed to develop in Portugal, is accepted by all students of medieval Hispanic literature. On this statement we are inclined to elaborate by adding that the epic tradition may have carried with it certain characteristic words and expressions, among them several pertaining to military operations. These words, then, counter to the general trend, were more faithfully preserved in Castile than in the peripheral dialects; witness the history of (a)sosegar < subseuire 'to emasculate', then 'to tame, to conquer (an enemy)', finally 'to appease';3SB perhaps omne nado > nudi(e) is also traceable to a Castilian epic traditi~n.~" Literary historians and etymologists can collaborate fruitfully in the reconstruction of this lost epic tradition, provided each group prepares its documentation independently, without premature mutual interference, and without recourse to technically dubious criteria. Only then can the results of their separate researches claim genuine scientific value.368
On the stratification of the chronicle, see Discursos leidos ante la Real Academia de la Historia en la recepci6n de D. Ram6n Menkndez Pidal (Madrid, 1916 
